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NEW 
LIGHT REFLECTING 

HIGHLIGHTING PALETTE  
AND ILLUMINATING 

HIGHLIGHTERS



Dust away winter dullness and illuminate your best features with MUD Make-up Design’s light-reflecting  
highlighter collection. Designed to bring sunlit warmth to every skin tone, the universally flattering Highlighting Palette 
and two liquid Illuminating Highlighter shades come complete with pro-tips for seamless, radiant definition. Priced from 
$7.00 and available from your local Woolworths store, now everyone can enjoy a flawless, golden glow with a short stroll 
down the supermarket aisle.

Bask in Bronze sunlight or kiss features with a glossy  
glow of Champagne, using the two creamy  
NEW MUD Illuminating Highlighters (RRP $7.00) shades.  
In a convenient tube to deliver the perfect amount of product,  
the innovative liquid highlighters uplift your natural tones for  
a dewy, lit-from-within complexion. 

 Pro-tip:  Following liquid or powder foundation, gently apply to 
the cheekbones, bridge of nose, brow bones and cupid’s bow 
using your finger or a small makeup brush. Use Champagne to 
complement light-medium skin tones or Bronze for medium-dark 
skin tones.
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Founded in 2000, The Heat Group is recognised as one of Australia’s most successful entrepreneurial companies. Heat is the proud owner and distributor of MUD Makeup Design, ulta3, Billie 
Goat, The Beauty Exchange (TBX), OZK.O, Boofhedz and Carlo G Eyewear, and manages the distribution for essence, the number one cosmetics brand globally in volume. In November 2016, The 

Heat Group acquired Doward International. A product from the combined Heat Doward portfolio sells every 3 seconds.

To learn more about The Heat Group go to  www.heatgroup.com.au and engage with Heat on Facebook @HeatGroup and Twitter @theheatgroup

MUD Make-Up Design is exclusively available in over 950 Woolworths stores Australia wide.

For more information on MUD and media opportunities, please contact:

Emily White, Brand PR Manager, The Heat Group    |   +61 3 8545 7156    |   emilyw@heatgroup.com.au

High resolution product images are available to download via: http://bit.ly/MUDHighlighterLaunch

A quality compact with three shimmering shades,  
the NEW MUD Highlighting Palette (RRP $10.00) instantly 
awakens any complexion. Offering gentle nude, golden and  
rose hues to complement neutral, olive and fair skin tones, 
the silky powders build effortlessly on skin for a fresh-faced, 
luminous finish. 

 Pro-tip:  Following your favourite foundation, dust your preferred 
highlighter on to your cheekbones, bridge of nose, brow bone  
and cupid’s bow. For added sparkle on a special occasion,  
build intensity by layering multiple blendable shades for an 
incandescent glow. 


